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A parent participation nursery school is one in which the parents

assume many responsibilities of the nursery school' 'ln 
addition'

the parents act as teaching assistants under the guidance of a

paid professional teacher'

A parent pafticipation nursery school provides a healthful' safe

and varied 
"nuiron,,.'"nil" 

*ni"t your chird can develop socially

;;-*;ji ; phvsicattv, emotionallv and. mentallv' Moreover' a

parent participation iui""w school allows vou to see your child

in a nursery school ;il;;":-iou will also see and work with

other children of the same age as your child's and become aware

of soms of the common behavior patterns and rearn more about

how to deal with them'

A parent participation nursery school is a growing and changing

"ii."i.ait". 
ruo two years are the same' New ideas are

advanced, some are reiained' some are discarded' The

organization Oepends - iO""' and new members are encouraged

to suggest new iOels 
"nO "tt"ng"s 

for the improvement of the

school. You, as a participating parent' can help share in shaping

the school tn"t n"riJ i"""iop 
-tiut child' You are vital to the

i"^"1i"*"g of youichild's school' We feel that these are some

fiahe gi";a"st advantages of a parent participation nurs€rv

school.

The idea of cooperation goes farther than the means by which

the school i" op"r"i"J.' i-sctoor such as ours could not function

without tne tfrough;ul consideration of each other' We help

each other uv 
"*iittting 

work davs when another parent has

such a need, by working out our transportation problems' ty
volunteering fot ";;;;;;tv 

o'tl"t and bv beins considerate of

others. fte *o'ri'isiog"ttt"t and the give'and-take is what

to.t of us particulaily enioy in our school'

THE FIRST DAYS IN NURSERY SCHOOL

You and your child are beginning an experience that should be

both happy 
"nA 

U"n"ti"iat] ptaying with other children' learning

to share .no 
"t"nJ'up 

ior her lignts. are invaluable experiences in

iittins them for the life she will lead'
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Each child adjusts in his own way and at his own rate. First tell
him about the nursery school so he will be looking forward to
coming. Like a parent who goes off to work each day, he will be
going to school.

Hclplul Hintr

Lct har lingar ncar you

Do not be disturbed if during the first days of school your
child:
1. ls shy in the group.
2. Stands around or wants to cling to you.
3. Hits a child in play.
4. Refuses to give or take turns.
5. Cries.

Rcmcmbcr that watching is a lorm ol participation.

Remember that each child has his individual form of
roaction to other children and adults.

Do not try to ontertain your child. Let him stand and
watch if that is what he wants to do.
Let your child be himself.

PARTICIPATING AT SCHOOL

Partlclpatlng need not lrighten you. During these first few days
when your child is gonlng acqualnted, you msy get acquainted
too. watch tho toschor and experlenced parentg. watch where
thoy oet supplles, how to sot thom up ond put thom away. Ask
questione when they 8re not too busy.

There wlll be 0n oriontstion moeting which you will attend. This
will bo for the purposo of helping you understand the oporation
of the school and acquainting you with what is expected of you.
The Director and Teachers are willing and anxious to help you all
they can, so feel free to ask questions or ask for assistance
when you feel the need.

Don't expect to learn all about the school in the first few days.

It is a new experience and adjustment to you also, we know. lt
takes time.

HETPFUL POINTERS

1. Arrive oromotlv in your Group by 8:15 a.m. or
12:15 p.m.
Check in with the nurse.
Sign in your child on the children's roll list in the
classroom.
Wear old, comfortable clothes.
Your creativity and ideas enrich our program.
Communicate ideas with the teacher. Bring in
items for art. music, movement, story, etc.
The children's safety is our first concern. We
cannot allow children to:r Hurt themselvest Hurt others

' lntentionally destroy property.
To encourage this we:

* Enable children to use words to express
themselves

* Redirect children when needed
+ lntervene for safety's sake
' Read our handbook.

No concern you have is too small -- ASK.

DO NOT VISIT WITH OTHER ADULTS WHILE ON
DUTY. Your job is to observe and supervise the
children's play groups. Parents standing in
groups call attention to the number of adults
present and inevitably leave some areas poorly
supervised.

State laws require all participating parents to be
on the grounds even during your break time.

Try to sit down at the child's level as much as
possible for supervising. Sit close enough to
know what is going on, but not to interfere or
make them self-conscious.

Listen and look. Children communicate both

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.



12.

13.

verbally and non-verbally. Do not do anything for
a child that he can do by himself ,

During Emergency Drills check inside the
classroom, bathroom and yard for children. Close
the doors and go quickly to the park with the rest
of your group.

Clean up duties are part of your job as assigned
by the teacher. Expect to stay until all the clean
up is done (usually around 11:40 a.m. or 3:40 '

p.m.).

Act under the direction of the Parent Teachers
when the teacher is on break or out of the
classroom.

14.

THE CAIEI{DAR

Each month you will need to sign up for your parent helper days
on the calendar. lt will be posted on the porch during the third
week of the previous month. Sign up on the slots listed. Do
NOT create new slots. The number of slots is determined by
Parent Teacher schedules and needs. lt will create problems if
new slots are added!

lf you are having trouble getting in your desired group or have
other calendar problems, wander into the office and talk with
Carol Michaelsen, our office manager, She will try to
accommodate calendar needs.

GROUP DEFIITITIOIT:

There are four preschool groups in our school and
usually children.experience three of them. Generally speaking, in
September children are the following ages.

Group I 2-112 Vearc to 3 years
Group ll 3 years to 3 years 11 months
Group lll 4 years to 4 112 Vears
Group lV 4-112 years to 5 years

There is also a Kindergarten and Multi-Age
program.

PROBLEMS, PROBLEMS. PBOBLEMS....
OR

WHO YOU GONNA CALL?

At some point you may end up with concerns or problems and
not know where to go with them. The answer depends on the
nature of the problem.

For problems regarding classroom activities, curriculum, group
interactions:

1. Talk to the Teacher. Try to resolve the problem
there.

2. Talk to the Director if the problem is not resolved
with the Teacher.

3. When all else fails, talk to the Personnel Board



Member. She willtake the problem to the Board
if needed.

For problems or questions regarding parent or board{ed
actavities:

1. Talk to the Board member in charge.
2. Talk to the Board President.

The list of Board Members and Teachers is in the September
bulletin. lt is suggested that you save the September Bulletin as
there is alot of information in it that will be useful all year long.

APPROPRIATC SilAGKS TO BE BROUGHT TO SCHOOL FOR
BIRTHDAYS:

Healthful snacks such as fruit, cheese, crackers, muffins,
graham crackers spread with cream chssse, muffins decorated
with cream cheese and fruit, tortillas with cheese are appropriate
snacks for school. For safety rsasons, we serve popcorn,
peanuts and carrot sticks to groups lll and IVA/ only. Please DO
NOT bring snacks made with refined sugar or chocolate such as
cookies, cupcakes or donuts. Our teachers can not allow these
snacks to be served.

APPROPRIATE CTOTHIITIG FOR SGHOOL:

Please dress your child in comfortable clothing that you
don't mind getting dirty or ruined. Active play is a large part of
leaming and this may mean getting dirty. Food coloring is used
in some proiects and does not wash out. Long skirts or looss
clothing may be cumbersome and could causs injury. Sneakers
or good climbing shoes are advised. Hard-soled boots (cowboy
bootsl are not allowed.

It is the policy of the school that superhero (Batman,

Power Rangers, G.l. Joe, Ninja Turtles, etc.) clothing is
prohibited from school. Wearing this clothing affects children's
behavior in a negative manner. Please make sure that your child
understands this policy so that this issue can be resolved at
home, before you come to school. lf your child wears superhero
clothing to school, he will be asked to change his clothing.

TYPICAL DAILY SCHEDULE

!ND,A9BS

8:3O or 12:3O
Craft activity or

cooking supervised by PT.
Manipulative or

learning activity requiring
little supervision

9:30 or 1:30
Puzzle or table game

requiring little supervision
Music or writing

materials

10:00 or 2:OO
Rhyme or song time

and snack

11:10 or 3:10
Rugtime

OUTDOOBS

8:30 or 12:30
Covered Area - Art

activity conducted by PH
Building toy, science

experiment. Depending on
number of helpers, may
have obstacle course, wheel
toys.

9:30 or 1:30
Covered Area - eye

or hand coordination or
math task

Far - game with PH

10:30 or 2:30
Covered Area -

writing or eye/harrd activity
Far - Playdough or

tactile

11:20 or 3:20
Covered Area -

books
Jumprope with waiting line
on bench.
Children leave as parents
arrive.
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AGE 3

AGE 4
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CHARACTERISTICS OF 2,3,4 AND 5 YEAR OLDS

Very curious, full of exploration.
Easily frustratsd - inclined toward tempor tantrums.
Says "no" to many things to soe effect and find out limits
- his way of testing reality,
Flits easily from one activity to anothor.
Extremely self-centered.
lnclined toward mimicry.
Speech usually not in complete sentances but vocabulary
is effective.
Plays alone or beside other children. Older 2's: number
of friends incraases.
Attention span: 1-5 minutes.
Generally poor control of small muscles: unable to string
very small beads, etc.
Tends to cling to familiar objects: toys, dolls, blankets,
Active, but slow to adapt to change,
Tries to asssrt independence beyond capabilities: "me do
it!"
Very dependent on routines.
Trying to establish identity: needs name used often.
Loves to climb into things.
Time concept: NW,.
Dislikes interruptions in play.
Feelings shift readily.
Seldom completely toilet trained.

Likes to help and please adults.
Highly talkativo and friendly.
Since he has some independence, not as easily frustrated
as 2-year-old and will ask for needed help.
Loves participation: "me toot'
Loves simple cooking and musical activities.
May be jealous and competitive but doesn't like
competitive games.

9.
10.
11.
12.
t3.
14.

Beginning of cooperative play, but "three is a crowd.'
Attention span: 1-8 minutes.
Uses trial and error method in new situations and in
problem-solving.
Able to make choices and abide by limits set by adults.
Able to set goals and pursue them.
Socially: stays with one.group only a few minutes, then
movos to new group. Older 3's: closeness of friends
becomes main change rather than number of friends.

Very verbal - likes nonsenss talk and rhyming.
Can be aggressive and demanding - "why?"
Has difficuhy defining own limits - full of energy but may
exhaust self,
May tease and be domineering - "l'm best!'
Likes to use small muscles - scissors, manipulative toys,
etc.
Dislikes competitionr €v€h in games.
Coming out of self into world - wonders "who am l?"
Very imaginativs - lots of make believe, imaginary
playmates. Enjoys cooperative play but may be quick to
exclude others and sensitive to being excludsd.
lndependent - not necessarily particularly loving.
May argue frequently.
Can do two things at the same time {work and sing, etc.}
ldeas begun but not always finished.
Attention span: 6-13 minutes.
Will swear or use "bathroom words" to ses reaction of
adults or "what will happen?"
'Feels strong drive to accomplish things.
Can adaot to materials being used (art, etc.l
Enjoys experiencas involving sensory pleasure - sounds,
bubbles.
Frequently engagss in dramatic play often with ongoing
themes.
Displays assurance with materials and words. Can create
artwork projecting future events from life experiences.
Can follow difficult verbal instructions.
ln general, elaborates activities of 2's and 3,s.



3.

4.
5.

6.

AGE 5

1. Uses purposeful language. Asks many questions, needs
detailed answers.

2. lncreased sens€ of boy/girl identity. Conscious of body
organs.
Enioys games with rules and setting rules for others.
May have a tendency to be bossy.
Independent and responsible,
Loves to visit friends and relatives. Home and
possessions are important.
Has more interest in others - less self-centered than 4-
year old.

7. Thrives on praise.
8. Much interest an dramatic play - will mimic adults in

detail.
9. Needs to be 'right" and have ths last say.
10. Can and does enjoy planning ahead in a group.
1 1. Can manipulate materials being used (art, etc.l
12, Has good large muscle control.
13. Can be aggressive and demanding.
74. Can take responsibility for care of materials and tools.
15. \AJglcomes structure and direction.
16. Seeks facts and wonders about caus€ and effect.

Stimulated by stories and can conduct group discussions.
17. Enjoys use of symbols, numbers and letters.
18. Entering into the world of older children in which the

world is more formalized.

All of the above characteristics, of course, vary with the
individualchild, dependent upon his physical, intellectual and
social development. Lack of exoerience in a particular area may
result in a child of five displaying characteristics more common to
a threo or four-year-old. Naturally, most children will display
characteristics both above and below their own chronological
age. This list is intended gdy as a gglglg to undsrstanding your
child better.

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT

Conflict is a reality in everyone's life. While
many psople may wish to avoid it as something unpleasant,
which it can be if handled inappropriately, it is important to help
people face conflict and learn how to deal with it in productive,
nonviolent ways. This is not'to say that one should go about
encouraging conflict, but when it occurs naturally, attempt to
work with it to build practice in problem-solving.

It is important to help young children learn the
processes of problem-solving which include verbalizing feelings,
communicating what the problem is, creating several solutions,
discussing solutions, making a choice, trying out possible
solutions, and evaluating the results. Children as well as adults
need much practics in skills such as verbalizing, listening,
remembering, makirrg choices, and following through. These are
critical life skills and it is our responsibility to encourage and
support the children and adults in our environments in using
them.

The following guide may be useful in supporting
people in conflict managsment. The stsps are listed in ssquenc€
and if one will practico using them regularly with children, they
should becoms routine in the course of managing conflicts. As
with many learning experiences, it will not b€ oasy at first, but is
so important that ths effort is certainly worthwhile. When, at
some point, a child comes up to you and says 'We'vo got a
problem, and this is what it is . . ." you'll know you're making
real progress in the area of peaceful conflict management.

Steos to Manaoino Conflict

l. Defuse Anger

Anger is such an intense feeling that it must be
defused before any negotiation can happen, Supportive, activs
listening may help, pounding playdough may help, hugs may
help. lUsing everyday songs in new, simple ways can also help:
"Geo l'm mad, skip to my Loo . . .'l There ars many productive
ways to defuse anger.

I

.I



ll. Listen to PeoPle's Feelings

Help children become aware of thoir own feelings,
as well as those of others, by listening to and reflecting the
feelings exprossed. lExample, "l hear that you are sad")
Acknowledge and support the feelings; aftor all, the feelings are

real and it is critical that we pay close attontion to what the
children sxpress to us. Their feelings must be validated.

lll. Problem solve

Once anger is defused and feelings are respected,
then one can settle into problem-solving. Help the children:

A. Collect information "What
happened?"

B. State the problem clearly,
including everyono's needs.

C. Think of solutions.
D. Look at possible consequences of

the solutions.
E. Plan the solution and help

implement as needed.

Supporting children's growth using this guide will
help them become negotiators in conflict managemsnt and will
oncourage their independence. As they learn to problem'solve,
they will need less adult intervention and they will grow in
confidence.

1.

2.

3.

DIRECT GUIDANCE TECHNIOUES

Phvsical closeness: Teacher approachs the problsm area,
without speaking.

Redirection: Shift attshtaon away from undesirable acts;
offer alternatives without mentioning ths negative
behavior "Lst's play with the puzzles now.'

Positive suooestions: Accent the positive. Tell child
what to do rather than what not to do. Avoid using "no"
and "don't.' Make directions short and simple. "Sit
down when you slide."

Looical conseouencesl Make the child responsible for
own actions. Give one warning and no lectures or
omotional rssponse. The child must percoivo that she
has a choice and accept the relationship of choice and
what follows. Teacher is sympathetic and understanding.
"l'm sorry that you did not put ths toys away. You must
stay inside until your work is done." "l'm sorry you
spilled your milk, here is a spongs to clean it up."

Modelino: Demonstrate desired behavior for the child.
Give words to uss in problem situations. "Tell him you
want a turn on the bike." Model in your own behavior
apologies and manners. Forced apologies often make
children resentful and force them to lie.

Offer choices: Give choices when you intend to let the
child follow his choice. "Do you want to play with the
yellow car or the green truck?" "You may sit on the
couch and look at a book or play with the tinker toys."
Do not offer choices whsn there are none. "Do you want
to take a nap now?" "lf you cannot come in alone, I will
have to help you.'

Settino limits: Use short simple directions. Keep rules to
a minimum and involve children in making rules when
possible. Post rules for certain areas of the room.

'l'

I
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5.
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7.



8. Positive reinforcement: Accent positive behaviors and

ignore negative attention-gstting behaviors. Give
immediate praise for positive behaviors or successive
approximations. Praise a nearby child who is behaving
appropriately. "l really like the way Susan is listening to
tho story."

Reminders: Use reminders rather than questions when
children get defensive or tell things that are not so. "You
forgot your hat, l'll wait while you get it." "Remember to
put tha blocks on the shelf." NOT "Did you put tho
blocks away?"

Active listenino: This is a tool to improve
communication. First determine the problem of
ownership: is it the child's or is it yours? lf the problem

is the child's, uso active listening. Make "you"
stat€monts as the child speaks so that you ars restating
what the child is saying, to offer acceptance of the
problem and to sncourage her to keep talking about it in
an effort to get her to solve it.

lf the problem is yours and not the child's, active listing
is not appropriate. Use "1" mossagos for communication.
Children behave to satisfy a need. ln a situation where
the child's behavior is a problem to you (but not to the
childl seek to communicate this to the child and to shift
need to the child so that she too will want to change the
behavior.

Phvsicalrestraint or removal: Remove a child from a
situation when he cannot cooporate or control himself.
Deprive him from playing with something when he cannot
use it correctly. A timo away from the activity with an

adult should be used when a child cannot control himself.
The child can decide when he is ready to return to tho
group. "When you aro ready to listen quietly, then you

may come back to the circle." lf you feel the child
cannot make this decision, assure him that you will return

soon to discuss this situation. Check with the child
frequently until he can tell you that he is ready to discuss

tho problem. After the discussion, the child is allowed to
r8turn to tho group and helped into an appropriate
activity. Look for the first opportunity to show
acc€ptanca and to recognize appropriate behavior.

HOW TO SAY IT

Speak in a clam, kind voice.
Speak diractly to ths child; do not call from across the
room.
Speak in short, simple sontsncss. Be specific.
Get down on the child's level. Stoop or sit on a low
chair so the'child can soe your face.
Speak privately when possible.
Do not make fun of a child.
Do not compare the child with another child.
Be prepared to give roasons for your actions and
reguests.

9. Do not be dishonest with the child. Don't say "Jerry
didn't mean to hit you."

10. Treat children with respsct and show good manners, but
do not expoct perfection in return.

HOW TO TALK TO YOUR CHILD ABOUT ART

Some children LOVE to explain their work in great detail. Others
nesd some encouragement. For some children, the work is very
personal and it's important to respect their privacy. Don't try to
pry an explanation out of them, Don't try to interpr€t and
psychoanalyze their work. Don't correct, or draw on, or criticize
thsir work.

At our nursery school, the PROCESS of creating is important.
The product is only important if the child thinks it's important.
Often a child will start painting with many bright, wonderful
colors, only to keep going until it's brown or blackl That's great!
The creation of that piece of art is an end in itself. There will be

verv few "product" related pieces of art.

9.

10.
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2.

3.
4.

5.
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8.

11.



When working at nursery school, do NOT make a "modsl" for the
children to copy. To prevent comparisons the adult should NOT

do the art proiect. Encourage the children to use whatever
sasms right to them. Ask if they want their name on the
creation. lf they do, ask where they want you to write it. The
children may want to write their own name. They may not care

about their name or even if they take it home.

Sometimes it is fun to talk to your child about their creations.
Here are a few questions that you might want to ask. But
remember - they don't have to answer!

What to say wlrcn your child brings homc somcthing that You
don't rccognizc or undcrstand:

What were you thinking about when you did this?
How were you feeling?
ls there a story that goes with this?
What does this shaPe remind You of?

YVhat to ask about art skills and proccsscs:
How did you make this?
\Alhat materials did you use?
What did it feel like to handle that clay/paint/plaster?
What were the steps you went through?
How did you decide to uso that particular

color/shape/texture?

What not to 3ay:
What lS that?
I thought you wero going to learn to draw/paint?
That picture does not look like Mommy/a horse/the Grand
Canyonl

cooKrlrc

As a parent helper, you may help the children cook. Like art, it is
the process that is important. Let the children do the measuring
and adding of ingredients if possible. You must stay visually
awate at all timss when sharp items or hot items are out. ln the
older groups, ttre children do the flipping when we make
pancakes or tortillas. They often need reminders in soft tonos
that the skillet is hot or that they need to see whera they are
putting their hands. ln all cooking, children need to be reminded
to ksep their eyes on their hands as they work. Only 5 children
shbuld be at the table when most cooking occurs. Adults should
not l€avo $e table if anything sharp or hot is presont.



WHERE IS THAT???

Often we have seen parents dash from working at the nurssry

school to get home to uss the restroom as they did hot realizil

there are fWO aOutt rsstrooms on the premises. lWe are not all

blessed with large bladdersll There are also many supplies at
nursery school and so many cubbies and 'hidden' spots' Here is

a list of where the general supplies are kept. General supplies

meaning the main cache of goodies for all groups. Each group

will have their own storage of paints, craft items, crackers and

cooking supplies. But, when you need to replenish your group's

eupplies, this list and map may helpl

Children's bathroom:
paper towels
ivory soap
blendar
citrus soap

Aduh bathroom:
spongos
vinegar
food coloring
handsoap
toilet paper
facialtissues
tempons
ihaving cream
starch (liquidl
rubbing alcohol
hydrogen Peroxide

Hallwav cuoboards:
canned iuice
lfrozen iuice is kePt in group

2 and group 3 freezersl
Cheerios
crackers of all tYpes
cereals

vegetable oil
diapers
baby wipes
disposable gloves

Tqacher's Suoolv Closet:
paper plates
papsr
liquid watsr color
straws
craft sticks
coffee filters
tissue papsr

Food Cuoboards lin Mvrna's
Grouol:
salt
flour
tortilla mix
cornstarch
cornmeal
baking powder
baking soda
molasses
spices
Worcestershire sauce
wheat germ
vanilla
honey peanut butter
foil
ziplock bags
wax papor

Mvrna's kitchen:
papor cups
napkins

Dad's Bathroom, now a
Suoolv Closet:
pet supplies
plastic forks, knives, spoons
sxcess party papor goods
light bulbs
paper cuft€r
trays
sugar packages
coffee stirrors

Grouo 1 Paint Cuoboard:
Powdered Tempera
Misc. craft suPPlies
Architectural PaPer

"The Shed"
Architectural Paper
Carnival storage
School equipment storago
File Cabinets-office archives
paper
strawberry baskets
lids
envelopes and lettorhead for

play
tables
excess chairs

Earthouake Shed:
earthquako kits stored bY

group
watsr

Maintenance Shed:
tools
paints - latex and enamel
painting supplies
wood scraps
workbench/workspace area
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